
ABOUT IDENTIFLIGHT®

Aerial Detection System
In 2012, Renewable Energy Systems Americas Inc. (RES) began developing the 

IdentiFlight® system by contracting with Boulder Imaging to assist in developing 

an automatic detection and classification method to identify Bald and Golden 

eagles in flight for the purposes of avoiding collisions with wind turbines. Following 

comprehensive efforts, an initial prototype system was engineered and successfully 

demonstrated to be effective and accurate. The IdentiFlight® system is currently 

being tested in a pilot program on an operating wind farm. RES launched its 

subsidiary IdentiFlight, LLC in 2015 with the goal of developing a fully automated 

system to reduce or eliminate the chance of eagle collisions with a turbine by 

identifying and classifying flying wildlife and signaling the curtailment of wind 

turbines where necessary to avoid collision.

Protecting Nature in a Renewable World 
RES understands the need to protect our wildlife, while still providing green energy 

solutions. We also understand the constraints and uncertainty of the effects of 

wind power on eagles, and the need to find solutions that allow the coexistence of 

both. The IdentiFlight® system has been designed to be used at operating windfarm 

sites to reduce or eliminate the chance of eagle collisions with a wind turbine, and 

to accumulate eagle use data at prospective windfarm sites to more effectively 

quantify potential eagle risk. IdentiFlight® plans to work closely with a wind/

wildlife nonprofit to test and refine the system; and with federal and state wildlife 

agencies, and wind turbine operators to further validate the system.

QUICK FACTS

FOUNDED
2015

•

CAPABILITIES 
Automatically classify 

and identify raptor 
species from 600 to 
800 meters away

Assess flight trajectory

Effectively trigger 
necessary curtailment 

within shorter 
time period 

•

SPECS 
360° view

Algorithms use color, 
shape, size, and flight 

characteristics

IDENTIFLIGHT® 
AT A GLANCE
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Pilot Program
Working with project owners and developers, IdentiFlight® 

can provide a solution to meet their environmental 

requirements. Currently in a pilot program, the 

IdentiFlight® system is undergoing real-world testing 

and validation at a wind farm with elevated Golden 

Eagle activity. Using IdentiFlight’s core Vision Inspection 

software, the features of targeted birds are captured, 

tracked, processed, and compared to the classification 

algorithms. IdentiFlight’s success is dependent upon 

classifying characteristics of large birds to accurately 

determine which species are protected or not protected.

What We Know
An eagle’s average horizontal flight speed ranges 

from 14 to 19 meters per second. To avoid collision, 

a rotating turbine only has 42 seconds to slow to a 

stop when an eagle approaches from 800 meters out. 

If the eagle is approaching from 600 meters out, the 

allowable curtailment time is reduced to only 32 seconds. 

Therefore, correct, instantaneous classification of the 

raptor’s features, proximity, and velocity are critical to 

the IdentiFlight® system’s ability to effectively trigger 

curtailment and avoid collisions.


